Graduate Student Council Meeting Notes – Dec. 2, 2015
Questions or Suggestions? Contact your GSC reps, August Guang & Alexandria Volkening

• **Title IX Report:** Jon Corey and Karol Gaitan came from SEAS (Student and Employee Accessibility Services) to encourage graduate students to come to SEAS if we have questions or concerns. If you have questions or would like to learn more about SEAS, whether for your students or for yourself, contact Jon or Karol or email SEAS@brown.edu.

• **Athletics:** If you have any ideas for how the Brown gym could be improved to better serve graduate students (through facilities, additional programming, or something else) contact Taylor Etzel, the grad rep on the Campus Life Advisory Board Subcommittee on Athletics and Physical Education.

• **Mental health:** Monica Broughton, the grad rep on the Mental Health Community Council, would like to know if grad students have any thoughts on how Brown, or your department specifically, approaches mental health. Suggestions for improvements included training for faculty/students and increased privacy for grad students at CAPS (since seeing undergrad students they TA at CAPS may make grad students less likely to go themselves).

• **Listservs:** GSNOTICE is for event announcements; GSBB is a craigslist-style bulletin board listserv.

• **Public Safety Oversight:** If you have any suggestions about public safety issues at Brown, email the grad reps on the Public Safety Oversight Committee (Piotr Axe, Charles Carroll, and Alexandria Volkening).

• **Library Advisory Board:** If you would like to make suggestions to the library, email anni_pullagura@brown.edu, benjamin_bellman@brown.edu, or charlotte_buecheler@brown.edu.

• **Next GSC Meeting:** The next meeting is Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016, at 7 PM. As usual, all are welcome to attend. Pizza & drinks are provided.